The role of gut-associated lymphoid tissues and mucosal defence
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The newborn infant leaves a germ-free intrauterine environment to enter a contaminated extraterine world and must have adequate intestinal defences to prevent the expression of clinical gastrointestinal disease states. Although the intestinal mucosal immune system is fully developed after a full-term birth, the actual protective function of the gut requires the microbial stimulation of initial bacterial colonization. Breast milk contains prebiotic oligosaccharides, like inulin-type fructans, which are not digested in the small intestine but enter the colon as intact large carbohydrates that are then fermented by the resident bacteria to produce SCFA. The nature of this fermentation and the consequent pH of the intestinal contents dictate proliferation of specific resident bacteria. For example, breast milk-fed infants with prebiotics present in breast milk produce an increased proliferation of bifidobacteria and lactobacilli (probiotics), whereas formula-fed infants produce more enterococci and enterobacteria. Probiotics, stimulated by prebiotic fermentation, are important to the development and sustenance of intestinal defences. For example, probiotics can stimulate the synthesis and secretion of polymeric IgA, the antibody that coats and protects mucosal surfaces against harmful bacterial invasion. In addition, appropriate colonization with probiotics helps to produce a balanced T helper cell response (Th1 = Th2 = Th3/T1) and prevent an imbalance (Th1 > Th2 or Th2 > Th1) contributing in part to clinical disease (Th1 imbalance contributes to atopic disease and Th1 imbalance contributes to Crohn’s disease and Helicobacter pylori-induced gastritis). Furthermore, a series of pattern recognition receptors, toll-like receptors on gut lymphoid and epithelial cells that interact with bacterial molecular patterns (e.g. endotoxin (lipopolysaccharide), flagellin, etc.), help modulate intestinal innate immunity and an appropriate adaptive immune response. Animal and clinical studies have shown that inulin-type fructans will stimulate an increase in probiotics (commensal bacteria) and these bacteria have been shown to modulate the development and persistence of appropriate mucosal immune responses. However, additional studies are needed to show that probiotics can directly or indirectly stimulate intestinal host defences. If this can be demonstrated, then probiotics can be used as a dietary supplement to stimulate a balanced and an appropriately effective mucosal immune system in newborns and infants.

Development of gut immunity: Prebiotics and intestinal host defence: Prebiotics and microbial function

The notion that prebiotics may help in the development of intestinal defences developed as a result of the observation that newborns, including full-term newborns, lack an adequate capacity to defend themselves against a variety of intestinal infections because of an incompletely developed intestinal host defence system. Although the effenter elements (Peyer’s patches (PP), M cells, mucosal and intraepithelial lymphocytes) of the mucosal immune system are complete after a full gestation, the gut requires initial bacterial colonization, which occurs in the extraterine environment, in order to respond to a subsequent pathogen/infectious stimulus. Breast milk contains multiple protective nutrients and active factors, including non-digestible oligosaccharides, and has been shown to passively and actively protect the newborn from harmful, age-related intestinal infections (Clavano, 1982).

Since a major portion of the human milk carbohydrates consist of a variety of non-digestible oligosaccharides that enter the colon to be fermented and create a luminal environment (acid pH and increased SCFA) that favours the proliferation of probiotic/commensal bacteria, lactobacillus and bifidobacteria, it is assumed that these factors in breast milk (prebiotics) favour the development of an appropriate colonization process that in turn stimulates the maturation of intestinal host defences (Yoshioka et al. 1983). This review first considers the importance of appropriate bacterial colonization in the development of host defence, the role of probiotics in this process, and then reviews the published studies which suggest that probiotics contribute to the host defences. We close with suggested additional studies that are needed to confirm the effects of prebiotics on gut-associated lymphoid tissues (GALT) and intestinal host defence.

Gut-associated lymphoid tissues

The GALT is the largest collection of lymphoid tissues in the body, consisting of both organized lymphoid tissues, such as mesenteric lymph nodes (MLN) and PP, and more diffusely scattered lymphocytes in the intestinal lamina propria (LP) and epithelium including...
large numbers of IgA\(^+\) plasmablasts. Polymeric IgA, one of the hallmarks of the intestinal humoral immune system, is produced to defend mucosal surfaces from environmental microbes. Germ-free mice have a reduced number of IgA-secreting-plasmablasts (Moreau et al. 1988). Monocolonization with segmented filamentous bacteria, a major component of commensal Gram-positive bacteria, induces a robust mucosal IgA response in PP and LP (Talham et al. 1999). It was suggested that specific intestinal mucosal IgA can be induced by commensal bacterial antigens through a T cell-independent pathway and is independent of influence by follicular organized lymphoid tissue (MacPherson et al. 2001).

It is well established that colonization with bacteria is critical for the normal structural and functional development and optimal function of the mucosal immune system. As demonstrated by early studies, germ-free mice exhibit smaller PP (Moreau & Cornthier, 1988) and fewer intraepithelial lymphocytes (Lefrancois & Goodman, 1989), compared to specific pathogen-free or germ-free mice colonized with single or multiple species of bacteria. A recent study using gnotobiotic rats showed that under germ-free conditions, the follicle-associated epithelium (FAE) contains only a few T and B cells and the B cells were negative for CD86, a co-stimulatory molecule necessary for T cell activation. After bacterial colonization, however, the number of T cells and CD86\(^+\) B cells in the FAE increase dramatically (Yamanaka et al. 2003). Furthermore, this study showed that before microbial colonization, immature (CD80\(^-\) or CD86\(^-\)) CD4\(^+\) dendritic cell (DC) subsets were detected in the FAE, and this subset disappeared from the FAE soon after colonization, probably as a result of rapid DC migration to the inter-follicular T cell zone where DC activation/maturation and stimulation of naive T cells are known to take place. The results of this study, therefore, suggest the involvement of microbial colonization in organizing the spatial relationships of B cells, T cells and DC in PP (Yamanaka et al. 2003). Luminal bacteria also affect intestinal antigen-transporting M cells. Colonization of germ-free mice with Salmonella typhymurium aroA results in a 2- to 3-fold increase in the number of M cells (Savidge et al. 1991).

One of the key functions of GALT is to distinguish innocuous antigens from pathogenic micro-organisms and to elicit an appropriate response. These responses can be affected significantly by the intestinal microflora. Intestinal bacterial antigens are believed to play a role in the induction of T cell activation as the majority of T lymphocytes from the intestinal lymphoid tissues show an activated or memory phenotype. Monocolonization of germ-free animals can result in the activation of mucosal T cells that, under germ-free conditions, are quiescent. Unrestrained mucosal immune activation in response to bacterial signals from the lumen is, however, a risk factor for inflammatory diseases, such as inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). The development and function of GALT are precisely regulated by mechanisms that are still not fully understood. It has been thought that regulatory T cells may play a role in the modulation of intestinal mucosal immune responses. In the absence of T regulatory cells (Treg), gut bacteria act as a trigger for the development of severe IBD. As shown in an animal study, transfer of CD4\(^+\) T cells to immune-deficient mice in the absence of a CD25\(^+\) subset leads to colitis, if enteric bacteria colonize the hosts. However, adoptive transfer of regulatory T cells into these hosts prevents the expression of disease (Mottet et al. 2003). Failure to precisely regulate the mucosal immune system may also result in the development of an immune response to food proteins (allergy) or the induction of a destructive response directed on self-antigens (autoimmune disease). Although intestinal T cells express an activated phenotype and are enriched for memory cells, they proliferate poorly in vitro in response to T cell stimulation. Human mucosal CD4\(^+\) T cells have been shown to suppress proliferation of peripheral blood T cells in response to antigen pre-pulsed antigen-presenting cells (APC) in a co-culture system (Khoo et al. 1997). This inhibition was independent of cell contact, and was reversible by neutralization of IL-10 or transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) with monoclonal antibody, suggesting that specific antigen recognition may play a role in maintaining mucosal T cell unresponsiveness to intestinal bacterial antigens. Germ-free animals have been shown to be partially or totally resistant to the induction of oral tolerance to some antigens (Moreau & Cornthier, 1988; Wannemuehler et al. 1992; Moreau & Gaboriau-Routhiau, 1996; Sudo et al. 1997). Priming of helper T cells by bacterial antigens in GALT has also been suggested to play a role in determining the ability of these cells to rapidly respond to the cognate antigen in the peripheral lymphoid organs (Julia et al. 2000).

GALT can be divided into discrete inductive and effector sites, consisting of PP, LP and MLN and contains both CD4\(^+\) and CD8\(^+\) T cells. A subpopulation of CD4\(^+\) T cells that co-express CD25 (the \(\alpha\)-chain of IL-2R) with regulatory function has been identified in the mucosa, and has been purported to be generated by the exposure of intestinal immune system to luminal antigens. These cells appear to play an important role in the induction and maintenance of tolerance in the normal intestine through the production of TGF-β and IL-10 and the ligation of cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated antigen-4 (Shevach, 2000). As discussed earlier, Treg (CD4\(^+\)CD45RB\(^hi\), CD4\(^+\)CD25\(^+\)) are potent immune suppressors that control or prevent the development of spontaneous autoimmune diseases (Suri-Payer et al. 1998) and are involved in preventing intestinal IBD (Read et al. 2000), in which gut mucosal T cells develop an excessive immune response to intestinal microflora. A recent study examined the role of microbial products in activating these regulatory cells and showed that Treg respond directly to pro-inflammatory bacterial products (lipopolysaccharide (LPS)). LPS treatment enhances the suppressive function of these cells via the TLR4 receptor molecule (Caramalho et al. 2003). In addition, this study also demonstrated that a subset of CD4 (CD45RB\(^lo\),CD4\(^+\)CD25\(^+\)) cells selectively express toll-like receptors (TLR) 4, 5, 7, and 8 (24), providing a link between the innate and adaptive immune responses. Fig. 1 depicts the various components of the mucosal immune system in the gut necessary to provide protection.

**Bacterial–epithelial ‘crosstalk’ and bacterial antigen uptake**

Colonization with normal bacterial flora in the gastrointestinal tract is often cited as a basic defence mechanism of the body against infections by pathogens (Cebra, 1999; Falk et al. 1999). For this process to occur, the colonizing bacteria must communicate with the underlying epithelium. This communication leads to metabolic/immunologic reactions by the epithelial cell and its underlying lymphoid cells. The communication between intestinal bacteria and the gut is termed microbial–epithelial ‘crosstalk’. (Fig. 2). Animal studies show that gnotobiotic mice or rats were much more susceptible than their conventionally reared counterparts to infection by Salmonella enteritidis,
Listeria monocytogenes, Clostridium difficile and Helicobacter pylori. Neonatal animals and infants are more susceptible to infections than adults, which may be related to the change in the composition and number of gut flora after weaning, effecting a greater resistance to infection seen in adults. Alternatively, changes in the mucosal immune system that occur at weaning, due to the changes in gut flora, may also be responsible (Steege et al. 1997; Cebra, 1999). Another component of initial colonization is the stimulation of T helper (Th) cells to produce a balanced Th response (Th1 = Th2 = Th3; Table 1).

Colonization of intestinal flora begins at birth. The maternal microflora can be a source of bacteria colonizing the newborn’s intestine. Colonization can also be affected by environmental factors and by infant feeding patterns. Breast-feeding is found to encourage the growth of bifidobacteria, whereas formula-fed infants have a more complex flora made up of bifidobacteria, bacteroides, clostridia and streptococci. Bacteria may use microvillus membrane glycoconjugates as target cell receptors for adherence to the gastrointestinal surface. In mice intestine, activities of glycosyltransferases, the enzymes that are responsible for synthesizing brush border glycoconjugates, are under tissue-specific and developmental regulation (Nanthakumar et al. 2003). The intestinal flora has been shown to participate in regulating specific glycosyltransferases (Nanthakumar et al. 2003). Even though intestinal epithelial cells are normally densely colonized by

**Fig. 1.** Cartoon of non-immunologic and immunologic components of gastrointestinal defence against noxious luminal stimuli. These components work in concert to protect the intestinal surface from continuous interaction with foreign antigens and micro-organisms. Function requires adequate colonization.

**Fig. 2.** An electron microscopic view of an enteric bacterium interacting with the microvillus surface of the small intestine, e.g. microbial—epithelial ‘cross-talk’. This communication represents an important stimulus to the development of host defence.
Toll-like receptors (TLR) and their ligands

Table 1. Role of bacterial colonization in a balanced T helper cell response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TLR</th>
<th>Ligands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TLR1</td>
<td>Triacyl lipopeptides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLR2</td>
<td>Lipoprotein/lipopeptides, peptidoglycan, lipoteichoic acid, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLR3</td>
<td>Double-stranded RNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLR4</td>
<td>Lipopolysaccharide, HSP60 etc., commensal bacteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLR5</td>
<td>Flagellin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLR6</td>
<td>Diacyl lipopeptides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLR7</td>
<td>Synthetic compounds (the immune response modifiers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLR8</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLR9</td>
<td>Cpg DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLR10</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is essential for responses to LPS, TLR5 controls responses to bacterial flagellin, TLR7 responds to the immune response modifiers (imidazoquinolines), and TLR9 is required for the recognition of unmethylated Cpg DNA motifs characteristic of bacterial DNA. Recent studies have suggested that TLR may control the induction of adaptive Th1 responses and there is also evidence that TLR may be important for Th2-type responses by increasing the overall maturity of DC (Moreau & Corthier, 1988; Dabbag & Lewis, 2003; Table 1).

Intestinal epithelium, which is continually exposed to a large variety of commensal bacteria and PAMP, has been shown to constitutively express several members of the TLR in vitro and in vivo (Cario & Podolsky, 2000; Gewirtz et al. 2001; Cario et al. 2002; Melmed et al. 2003; Nanthakumar et al. 2003). It is well established that the interaction of TLR with its PAMP results in the activation of intracellular signalling pathways, nuclear translocation of transcription factor, NF-κB and the transcription of cytokines such as IL-8; Cario & Podolsky (2000) characterized the expression pattern of TLR2, TLR3, TLR4 and TLR5 in the intestinal mucosa of IBD patients compared with normal controls. They observed a differential expression of TLR in the IEC using immunohistochemistry, showing a constitutive expression of TLR2 and TLR5, and a low level expression of TLR4 in normal cells. In contrast, IEC of IBD patients showed an up-regulated expression of TLR4, down-regulated expression of TLR3 and unchanged TLR2 and TLR5 expression (Cario & Podolsky, 2000). A study by Fusunyan et al. (2001) showed that on a non-malignant human fetal primary small intestinal cell line (H4 cells) and human fetal small intestinal enterocytes TLR2 and TLR4 were expressed constitutively, and that the transcription of TLR2 and TLR4 on immature intestinal enterocytes was regulated by inflammatory stimuli. The authors observed that IL-1β stimulation resulted in an increased expression of both TLR2 and TLR4, whereas LPS decreased TLR4 expression on H4 cells and on human fetal small intestinal enterocytes. However, a study by the Sanderson group showed that TLR4 mRNA was expressed in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC), but not present in the epithelium from children with IBD (Naik et al. 2001).

The expression of TLR in IEC has also been studied in an animal model. Ortega-Cava et al. (2003) examined the localization of TLR4 and compared it with that of TLR2 and CD14 along the luminal gastrointestinal surface of normal mice and mice with dextran sulphate sodium (DSS)-induced IBD. They found that TLR4 are differentially expressed along the mouse gastrointestinal tract with higher levels of TLR4 and CD14 mRNA and protein detected in the distal colon and a stronger TLR2 mRNA expression found in the proximal colon. The authors also observed that all genes studied (TLR2, TLR4, CD14, M_D288) were up-regulated during DSS-induced inflammation, which was localized to the distal colon (Ortega-Cava et al. 2003). To understand how the normal intestinal epithelium dealt with continuous exposure to commensal Gram-positive bacteria, possessing PAMP including PGN and bacterial lipopolipids that are recognized by TLR2, Melmed et al. (2003) isolated human colonic epithelial cells by laser capture microscopy and used IEC lines (CaCo-2, T84, HT29) to analyse the expression of TLR2, TLR6, TLR1 and toll inhibitory protein (Tollip) mRNA by RT-PCR and quantitative real-time PCR. They found that colonic epithelial cells and LP lymphoid cells express low levels of TLR2 from both non-inflamed and inflamed tissues, express high levels of the inhibitory
molecule Tollip, and that IEC were unresponsive to TLR2 ligands. The observation that IEC express a low level of TLR2 was consistent with previous observations by Cario et al. (2002), as discussed above and by the Sanderson group, showing that TLR2 mRNA was highly expressed in PBMC and was present in all human IEC (Naik et al. 2001). These results indicate that TLR expressed on intestinal epithelium may be regulated by the bacterial flora and the host mucosal immune responses. TLR on IEC may play a role in the induction of an inflammatory response to bacterial pathogens and in the development of tolerance to non-pathogenic commensal organisms.

Intestinal bacteria, especially pathogenic ones, are believed to be taken up and actively translocated by specialized epithelial cells, M cells, which are derived from villous epithelial cells and located over PP. A study by Rescigno et al. (2001) found that DC, a crucial cell population in the recognition of bacterial antigens and in the defence against pathogens, express tight junction protein, and can open up the tight junction between epithelial cells and take up bacteria directly without compromising epithelial barrier function (Rescigno et al. 2001). As an initiator of adaptive immune response, mucosal DC either infiltrate the intestinal LP diffusely, or form sub-epithelial aggregates scattered along the small and large intestine (Hamada et al. 2002). DC are activated via TLR expressed on their surface. Liu et al. (2002) observed that different subsets of DC (myeloid v. lymphoid) express different TLR, with human myeloid pre-DC1, but not lymphoid pre-DC2 expressing TLR2 and TLR4, and lymphoid pre-DC2, but not myeloid pre-DC1 expressing high levels of TLR7 and TLR9. Activation of TLR induces expression of various cytokines by DC, such as TNF-β, IL-6, IL-12, and IL-10. IL-12 induced by TLR can contribute to Th cell differentiation into Th1 effectors cells (Liu et al. 2003). Recent evidence has indicated the differences in TLR expression on murine DC subsets. Using RT-PCR, the mRNA expression of most TLR, including TLR1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 9, was detected on all DC. A difference in TLR3, 5 and 7 expression was found between CD8α+ and CD8α− DC subsets (Edwards et al. 2003). Furthermore, the differential expression of TLR on DC was also found between different strains of mice (BALB/c v. C57BL/6) with a strong expression of TLR2, 4, 5 and 6 on DC from BALB/c mice and preferential expression of TLR9 in B6 mice (Liu et al. 2002). However, the functional significance of these differential expressions of TLR on DC and DC subsets remains to be further elucidated. It is apparent that TLR expressed on DC constitute a critical link between antigen recognition and the induction of T cell immunity. Triggering different TLR by various microbial stimuli may drive DC to assume distinct phenotypes and functions. Using LPS (TLR4 ligand) and PGN (TLR2 ligand), Re & Strominger (2001) showed that human DC preferentially express IL-12 and IL-10 when stimulated through TLR4 and TLR2, respectively. Similar observations were made in an animal study, showing that LPS-stimulated DC produced high levels of IL-12, and low levels of IL-10, whereas DC exposed to PGN produced low levels of IL-12 and high levels of IL-10 (Qi et al. 2003). However, a recent study by Higgins et al. (2003) showed that signalling through the TLR4 in response to bacteria (Bordetella pertussis) activates IL-10 production from DC, suggesting that this TLR4 pathway may promote the development of IL-10-secreting Treg, suppressing the inflammatory response. It is clear that pattern recognition receptors on intestinal epithelium and APC play an important role in mediating a continuing dialogue between host and gut microbiota and generating a proper response.

**Probiotics and gut defences**

As discussed above, gut flora is complex and colonization of the intestinal mucosa is required for normal development of the host’s immune system. It is also possible that colonization with specific microflora in the gut may play a role in balancing the intestinal mucosal immune system, which may contribute to the induction and maintenance of immunological tolerance to other luminal antigens in the normal host or to the inhibition of the dis-regulated responses induced by luminal antigens in diseased hosts. Recent evidence demonstrates that commensal bacteria regulate the intestinal development and function (Hooper et al. 2002). Probiotics are live micro-organisms that are ingested to promote beneficial effects on health by altering indigenous microflora. The beneficial effects of probiotics can also be achieved through a variety of mechanisms including regulation of cytokine production, enhancement of IgA secretion, production of antibacterial substances and enhanced tight junction of the intestinal barrier to protect against intercellular bacterial invasion, and competition with pathogenic micro-organisms for enteroocyte adherence. A recent study examined the basic molecular mechanisms of probiotics in regulating intestinal epithelial health and found that one probiotic, Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG, promoted the survival of intestinal epithelial cells through the activation of anti-apoptotic Akt/protein kinase B and inhibition of pro-apoptotic p38 MAP kinase pathways (Yan & Polk, 2005). The result of this study provided a new insight into our understanding of the signal transduction pathways in enterocytes that are regulated by probiotics and intestinal commensal bacteria. Lactobacilli derived from endogenous flora of normal donors have been used as probiotics in functional foods and as vaccine stimuli. Probiotic treatment has been used to prevent some infectious and allergic diseases and they also have the potential to be used in treating IBD. Growing evidence from both human studies and animal models of IBD indicate that an aberrant response to altered enteric flora plays a significant role in the development of the disease. There is also evidence that the alteration of bacterial colonization in mice may be associated with the development of inflammation in the intestine (in IL-10 knockout model; Madsen et al. 1999). Before the development of colonic injury, there was an increased level of adherence and translocation of aerobic bacteria and decreased adherence of Lactobacillus spp. in IL-10 knockout (IL-10−/−) mice (Madsen et al. 1999). This decrease in adherence of Lactobacillus spp. occurred during the time when colonic histological injury developed. A repopulation of the intestinal lumen with normal levels of Lactobacillus spp. attenuated the development of IBD in these mice. These results suggest that restoring the balance between Lactobacillus spp. and other bacterial strains may prevent the development of IBD in IL-10−/− mice. In a recent double-blind, placebo-controlled trial using two probiotic strains (Lactobacillus-salivarius and Bifidobacterium-infantis) in the IL-10−/− mice model, McCarthy et al. (2003) reported that both probiotic strains significantly attenuated colitis in IL-10−/− mice. To examine the impact of probiotics on the host immune system, both mucosal and systemic cytokine profiles from different groups (placebo, Lactobacillus- and Bifidobacterium-treated) were analysed. The results showed that PP lymphocytes produced significantly lower amounts
of interferon-γ (INF-γ), and TNF-α in the probiotic-treated group (B. infantis). There was also a significant reduction in the pro-inflammatory cytokine production by spleen cells in the probiotic groups. However, the production of the immunoregulatory cytokine TGF-β remained unchanged, suggesting that the probiotic effect may be mediated by altering the balance between pro-inflammatory and regulatory cytokines (McCarthy et al. 2003; Table 1). It is possible that specific strains of healthy gut microbiota can induce the production of IL-10 and TGF-β, which possess an important regulatory role in the development of inflammatory and allergic responses and in the induction of oral tolerance.

To investigate whether bacteria modulate cytokine responses in Crohn’s disease, Borruel et al. (2002) collected samples of intestinal mucosa from ten patients with Crohn’s disease and five disease controls undergoing right hemicolecction, and cultured these mucosal samples with either non-pathogenic Escherichia coli, Lactobacillus casei, Lactobacillus bulgaricus, or Lactobacillus crispatus. They found that the production of the pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-α by inflamed Crohn’s disease mucosa was significantly reduced by co-culture with L. casei or L. bulgaricus, suggesting that probiotics may interact with immunocompetent cells using the mucosal interface and locally modulate the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines.

Prebiotics and host defence

As stated, prebiotics which can occur naturally (breast milk) or be used as food additives (inulin-type fructans, galactooligosaccharides) are non-digestible oligosaccharides which enter the colon and are fermented to change the colonic environment (acid pH and increased SCFA) to stimulate the increased proliferation of certain commensal bacteria, bifidobacteria and lactobacillus, which function as probiotics to stimulate intestinal host defences (Moro et al. 2002). This indirect effect of prebiotics, e.g. an altered colonic milieu leading to stimulus of bifidobacteria and lactobacillus proliferation, has been considered as the primary role for prebiotics as a health-promoting dietary supplement. However, more recently several studies have suggested that prebiotics can also have a direct effect on the gut that does not require the proliferation of commensal (probiotic) bacteria. The indirect and direct effects of prebiotics on the development of host defence will briefly be reviewed here.

Indirect effects of prebiotics. Prebiotic oligosaccharides are configured in such a way that the small intestinal enzymes cannot hydrolyse them for absorption. Accordingly, they enter the colon intact and provide the ‘preferential food’ for certain colonizing bacteria through the process of fermentation. Fermentation by colonizing bacteria produces metabolites that reduce the intraluminal pH to 5 and increase a variety of SCFA including lactic, butyric, propionic and acetic acid. These SCFA may have a greater effect on the polymeric IgA response in the ileum (INF-γ) cytokines. These authors have also shown that prebiotics have a greater effect on the polymeric IgA response in the ileum and caecum than that of probiotics or synbiotics. These studies suggest that prebiotics by themselves may directly stimulate the mucosal immune system.

In addition, recent studies suggest that prebiotics can interfere with the inflammatory effects of pathogens in a necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) animal model (Catala et al. 1999). Using germ-free neonatal quail, investigators can reproduce the inflammatory/necrotic gut changes seen in premature infants with NEC. If, however, the quail was first exposed to prebiotics, the degree of intestinal
damage was reduced. These studies need to be repeated in other NEC models and in human clinical trials for validation.

Summary
In this review we have emphasized the importance of proper initial bacterial colonization of the gut in the development of intestinal host defences. We underscored the differences in gut lymphoid activity in germ-free vs. colonized animals. As the field of bacterial–epithelial ‘crosstalk’ has emerged as an important research discipline for microbiologists, mucosal immunologists and gastroenterologists, we stressed that PAMP conserved on the colonizing bacteria interact with pattern recognition receptors on enterocytes and intestinal lymphoid cells to monitor an innate immune response followed by an adaptive immune response to invading pathogens. A family of pattern recognition receptors, TLR, has been shown to be important cellular/molecular mediators of bacterial–epithelial ‘crosstalk’. More recently, this same receptor family has been implicated in commensal activation of the developing mucosal immune system (oral tolerance, regulatory T cells stimulation, etc.) that prevent bacteria-induced gastrointestinal disease. Probiotics have been shown to stimulate the gut defences to prevent a variety of infectious and inflammatory diseases in children (e.g. rotavirus, gastroenteritis, etc.) and allergic diseases (e.g. atopic dermatitis). Finally, we have reviewed the effects of prebiotics stimulating intestinal host defences. Prebiotics work indirectly by altering the colonic milieu to favour stimulation of bifidobacteria and lactobacillus proliferation and presumably activation of host defences in a manner similar to probiotics. In addition, the direct effects of prebiotics have been shown to prevent pathologic colonization and to stimulate intestinal defences (pIgA release). However, additional multi-centre trials are needed to confirm the protective effects of prebiotics on the developing human gut defences.
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